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THE VIEW YOU’VE BEEN MISSING
At ViewPoint Windows & Doors, we make beautiful, high-performance,
eco-friendly windows and doors that you can be proud to make a part of your
home. Low-E glass and our Warm-Edge Insulated Glass Sealant System are
offered in every product, enabling us to meet or exceed the highest energy
standards—and ensuring a more comfortable, consistent temperature in
your home and more cost-savings in your wallet. We compound and extrude
our own vinyl to maintain the highest quality and to reduce waste, and we
recycle our own vinyl scrap to maximize yield and minimize the impact on
local landfills. Even our glass components are made from up to 28 percent
of reclaimed glass. And every product undergoes rigorous quality-control
measures to make sure you’re getting the highest craftsmanship that will
stand the test of time.
When you’re looking for the perfect windows or doors for your home, don’t miss
the view from ViewPoint. All of our products are available exclusively through
Norandex, America’s trusted building materials distributor for over 50 years.

ENERGY-EFFICIENT • LOW-MAINTENANCE • BEAUTIFUL • ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY

VIEWPOINT SERIES 3000
Dependable and Stylish.
With the growing emphasis on greener living,
you’re probably looking for windows that are
not only an attractive, aesthetic addition to your
home, but also an energy-efficient, cost-saving
solution that can stand the wear and tear of a
few decades without diminishing in performance
or visual appeal.
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Beveled main frame provides aesthetic appeal.
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Interlocking sash rails minimize air infiltration.
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Half screen comes standard. Full screen optional.*
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Sloped sill further protects against wind
and water infiltration.
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Frame is fusion-welded for added
structural integrity.
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Constant force coil balance lets you easily
operate sash.
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Two push button night latches let you easily
position sash for room ventilation.
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• Low-maintenance. ViewPoint vinyl windows are
easy to clean and maintain, and can stay looking new
and beautiful for decades after installation.
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• Affordable. ViewPoint vinyl windows are an
affordable, long-lasting option that can fit nearly
any budget.

7
⁄8" Warm-Edge Glass System ensures superb
energy efficiency.
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• Durable. Unlike wood or aluminum, our vinyl
windows will never rust, rot, corrode, blister, flake or
fall victim to insect or termite infestation.

• Attractive. ViewPoint offers beautifully crafted
styles to fit a variety of home aesthetics, including
custom shapes and specifications.

Jamb depth is 3.25".
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Seems like a tall order—and a potentially expensive
one at that—until you get to know the benefits of
ViewPoint’s Series 3000:

• Energy-efficient. With features like optional
Low-E glass and our Warm-Edge Sealant System,
our vinyl windows meet the highest industry
standards in energy efficiency.
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Round locks provide peace of mind. Two locks
come standard on all windows over 27 1⁄4"
and wider.
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Fusion-welded sash corners provide structural
stability and added protection against
air infiltration.
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Integrated lift rail looks sleek and attractive and
lets you raise and lower windows with ease.
• Grid options: 5⁄8" or 3⁄4" flat, 5⁄8" or 1" contoured
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• Color options: White, Almond
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• DP Rating 35

Manufacturer reserves the right to substitute components as necessary.
*Screens are not meant to restrain a child from falling through an open window.

If you’re looking for dependable, yet stylish windows and doors,
we invite you to take a closer look at ViewPoint’s Series 3000.

SLIDER WINDOWS
These practical horizontal windows are available in 2- and 3-Lite styles.
The solid vinyl frames glide smoothly, and take-out sashes mean easy
cleaning. Interlocking meeting rails ensure extra snugness. Virtually
maintenance-free, they never need painting. Choose from white
or almond.

BAY & BOW WINDOWS
Vinyl bay and bow windows enable you to create window seats, breakfast
SLIDER WINDOWS

nooks and other options. You can choose from a variety of styles, from
3 to 5 Lites, and you can also select double hung or casement windows
to flank the middle picture. The flankers open to provide ventilation.
Bay and bow windows arrive completely assembled and are simple to
install and customize. They come in your choice of white or almond.

GRID OPTIONS
Our between-the-panes grid options provide the traditional and classic
window appearance homeowners seek and make cleaning simple.
Available patterns range from Colonial to
Diamond to Prairie and enhance the cosmetic
appeal of any home. Choose your pattern
from these styles:
• 5⁄8" or 3⁄4" Flat
BAY & BOW WINDOWS

• 5⁄8 or 1" Contoured
1" Contoured grid

PICTURE WINDOWS

CASEMENT & AWNING WINDOWS
Casement window styles range from single-vent to 5-Lite combinations
of fixed and operating units and open a full 90 degrees, making it easy
to clean the entire window surface from inside. Standard full screens
come on all casement vents, mounted on the inside. Optional light or
dark oak interior wood and bronze exterior finishes are also available.
Awning windows are simple to crank, control fresh air flow and open to
the outside, keeping the indoors dry, even in rain. Each window comes
with concealed hinges and operating hardware that ensure a smooth,
clean look. A full screen is standard on all vented units.
The construction of both windows includes a beveled frame that
encloses 3⁄4" insulated glass. A fusion-welded frame and sash ensure
greater strength and longer wear, while sealed corners keep air and
CASEMENT WINDOWS

water out.
Both windows come in your choice of white or almond and are
available with decorative grids in Colonial or Diamond styles.

GARDEN WINDOWS
A 17 1⁄2" garden window depth provides a generous area for plants,
picture frames or added room space, with lots of energy-efficient and
maintenance-free features. The roof glass panel features safety laminated
glass for added protection.
There is a hand-sanded 1 1⁄4" birch veneer surround, and 7⁄8" insulated
glass delivers maximum thermal performance. Side casement vents have
conveniently located handles for easy ventilation. A multi-point locking
system and corrosion-resistant hardware enhance window security.
Garden windows are also available in white or almond. Options include 5⁄8"
Colonial grid, premium quality oak hardwood surround and sill muffler.

GARDEN WINDOWS

SLIDING DOORS
Sliding doors offer both beauty and durability. They will never chip,
peel, crack or rot. They are virtually maintenance-free and available
in a wide range of glass options and colors.

MODEL 332

ViewPoint Sliding Patio Door
DP Rating R50 (on 5068 and 6068)

Model 332
Color Options: White, Almond
Offered in range of sizes: 5', 6', 6'4", 8', 9', even 12'

• 7⁄8" insulated Warm-Edge Sealant System with tempered glass for
reduced condensation and energy efficiency
• All-welded frame and panel pre-assembled for easy installation
• Reversible panel design allows for moving panel to be located on left
or right side (6' 8" height only),(custom sizes and BBG not reversible)
• 8' height available (5080, 6080, 6480)
• Aluminum track for moving panel
• Screen comes standard
• 4 9⁄16" jamb depth
• Multi-point lock
• Custom sizes available

MODEL 312

Blinds Between
the Glass
Available with
the 312 and
332 Patio Doors
in White 6068.
Advantages of a Sliding Patio Door
with Blinds Between the Glass:

Easy to raise, lower and tilt blinds
Controls light and privacy
Never needs dusting and is safe
for pets and children!

332 Options

Smooth sliding door won’t stick or catch

Model 312
Color Options: White, Almond
Offered in range of sizes: 5', 6', 6'4", 8', 9', even 12'

• 7⁄8" insulated Warm-Edge Sealant System with tempered glass for
reduced condensation and energy efficiency
• All-welded frame and panel pre-assembled for easy installation
• Reversible panel design allows for moving panel to be located on
left or right side (custom sizes and BBG not reversible)
• Color matched handle standard
• Aluminum track for moving panel
• Sliding panel and meeting rail reinforced with roll-formed
steel to ensure rigidity and strength
• Screen comes standard
• Interlocking panel virtually eliminates air infiltration
• Also available with side lites, transoms and specialty shapes
• Custom sizes available

MODEL 311

Quality alternative sliding door

Model 311
Color Option: White
Offered only in 5', 6' and 6'4" sizes

• 7⁄8" insulated Warm-Edge Sealant System with tempered glass
• All-welded frame and panel pre-assembled for easy installation
• Reversible panel design allows for moving panel to be located on
left or right side
• Integrated nailing fin
• Aluminum track for moving panel
• Sliding panel and meeting rail reinforced with roll-formed steel to
ensure rigidity and strength
• Screen optional
• Interlocking panel virtually eliminates air infiltration
• White enamel handle with lock
• Low-E optional
• 5⁄8" or 3⁄4" Flat and 1" Contoured grid optional

Foot Bolt Lock

Brick Mould J-Channel

332 & 312 Options
Glass Options:

• Low-E Glass
• Low-E Glass with Argon Gas
• Tax Credit or Ultra Low-E
Glass
• Krypton Gas

Color Options:
• White
• Almond

Sizes:

5', 6', 6'4", 8', 9' and 12'

Grid Patterns:

• 5⁄8" or 3⁄4" Diamond Grid
• 5⁄8" or 3⁄4" Flat Grid
• 5⁄8" or 1” Contoured Grid
• 1 1⁄8" Simulated Divided
Lite (SDL) Grid

Also Available:

• Heavy Duty Screen
available on 312
• Brushed Nickel Handle

WITH LOW-E COATING & OTHER OPTIONS,
YOU REALLY CAN DO SOMETHING ABOUT THE WEATHER.
LOW-E COATED GLASS
Choose Low-E for the most effective, insulating solar control glass available. Its special, double layer of
silver coating dramatically limits the sun’s penetrating heat during the summer by reflecting long-wave
heat energy. During cold winter months, Low-E maintains your home’s warm, comfortable indoor
temperature by permitting short-wave heat energy to enter, while keeping cold temperature out.
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The key to maximum energy savings: optional Argon Gas between your Low-E glass panes.
Like an invisible blanket, this insulating gas boosts your window’s thermal performance.
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ULTRA LOW-E GLASS WITH ARGON GAS

(also known as Tax Credit Low-E Glass with Argon Gas)

Visible Light

In the summer,
Low-E glass reduces
heat gain from the
sun to help keep
homes cooler.

In the winter, Low-E
glass lets the warm,
solar rays in while
blocking the heat in the
home from getting out.

For optimal energy efficiency and maximum cost savings, choose our ultimate glass package: Ultra
Low-E Glass with Argon Gas. Windows with this glass treatment offer superior thermal performance
by combining three layers of silver with the insulating power of Argon. This glass option is designed to
meet stringent energy code criteria anywhere low thermal numbers are desired.

OUR WARM-EDGE GLASS SYSTEM:
IT’S WHAT GIVES US OUR COMFORTABLE EDGE.
• 7⁄8" or 3⁄4" insulated glass panel provides an optimum, tightly sealed air space that acts as a highly
effective noise buffer and keeps inside air from escaping and outside air from penetrating.
• U-channel with thick, insulating buffered edge keeps heat and cold from traveling through the window by
insulating the glass from the frame. In winter, the glass surface stays warmer, so you get less condensation.
During summer, the surface stays cooler. Year-round, you enjoy nicer indoor temperatures.

WARRANTIES
Each ViewPoint Series 3000 vinyl replacement window comes with a standard Lifetime Limited Warranty
on the vinyl and all working parts as well as a lifetime warranty against glass breakage. And

DO NOT REMOVE

throughout the warranty period, you can easily obtain replacement parts because each unit is
individually registered, with a warranty identification number prominently displayed on a special

MAKE DATE: 2/1/2009 WARRANTY: 02589514
SALES ORDER: 00735962

sticker for your convenience. Refer to this ID number when you call to order new parts.

Standard Lifetime Glass Breakage Warranty
insures you against any accident, mishap or unforeseen future breakage.

viewpoint-windows.com

norandex.com

300 Executive Parkway West
Suite 100
Hudson, OH 44236
1-800-528-0942

All ViewPoint products may be ordered
to meet Energy Star requirements.

